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CIA, furnished the fol owing information to | 

He made reference to recent newspaper publicity given to Chief Justice“Warren 8 statement to the effect that Mrs. Oswald's : testimony before the Commission might not be revealed to the public 4 for years, Warren's statement left the impression th tion 4 presented before the Commission would be held secret. ee emphasized that Warren's statement obviously has set o of J a 4 Speculation in the foreign press which could be most prejudicial to, Pie gcd U. S. interests and specifically to the FBI and CIA, SN aC Le 
* 3) a ::::-: that the Italian newspaper "Il Méessagero" oscn (middle-of-the-road publication of the Christian Democratic Party) per C! carried an article datelined 2/3/64, New York City, written by Lifeio 
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“a could be-related to rumors circulating in Washington, D, C,, seas past -montf; namely, that Oswald worked for CIA in the Soviet Unigy wee and that he reportedly was used by FBI to infiltrate pro+Castro Se organizations after he returned from Russia," This particul p i apparently gave rise to other articles which have appeared in’ Ith 7d newspapers. in the last two or jon ee these newspapers were x 
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7 Avanti," Socialist publication ese Cera," a crypto-communist eerie rer Communist Party publication, The headlin 
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on these newspapers read, "CIA Sent Oswald to U.S.S.R."; "FBI Used 9 Oswald as Provocateur"; "Lee Oswald Employed o FBI"; and "Oswald In Service of FBI. f <1 U) ] Let pope 
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| Obviously, the above-described stories are developing some momentum, Although it appears the stories have been restricted to Italy, there is every reason to believe that the press in other 
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't discount the fact that the Soviets and communists may be behind this entire maneuver, 

{eaztase will follow the same line. We also can 
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THR et (1) It is recommended that consideration be given by Mr. Mal So of sowing the idea with Mr. Rankin that: the Commission should issue a mee ws public statemént making referefhce to these ridiculous rumors as descrik above and clearing the publi c air once and for all relative thereto. Rankin knows there is Ff; foundation in fact to such absurd rumors. 
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Bureau files are ‘being searched concerning Manisco, 
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